MARINES OF BASIC SCHOOL 1-67, B COMPANY

50th Anniversary Reunion
By Elaine Zimmer Davis – www.bringingjerryhome.com

Cover image of Bravo Company’s new book of class Bios and Reflections.

THE RIGHT STUFF
To those who think patriotism is dead in America, my advice is to hang out with a group of Vietnam War
veterans. Not long ago, I had the opportunity of practicing what I preach. It was refreshing to be among
a special gathering of Marine officers, who some would say have every right to question love of country,
having served in a very unpopular war. Instead, reflecting on their Marine Corps commitment that
officially began in Basic School, five decades earlier, most attribute their TBS experience as giving them an
appreciation of service to country, pride of being a Marine and gratitude for the opportunities they
received in return.
In September, 2016, I received a call from an old friend, Mike Wholley, BGen, USMC (Ret), inviting me to
attend the 50th Anniversary Reunion of The Basic School, Class of 1-67, Company B, of which Mike and my
first husband, Capt Jerry Zimmer, were members and served in the same platoon – Bravo Company, 4th
Platoon, to be exact. Of course, I’d like to brag that the 4th was the best, but to be honest, platoon
selection was/is based strictly on the alphabet – hence Wholley and Zimmer along with approximately 25
others were last, but not least, of 2nd Lieutenants assigned a platoon in B Company.
The notion that all kids in the 1960s were part of the hippie counter culture movement was not accurate,
nor did it apply to the path taken by 185 Bravo Company Marines. These Marines heeded the call to serve,
with nearly half of the class having earned coveted NROTC scholarships to Ivy League Schools and other
top-rated institutions that might otherwise have been financially out-of-reach.
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Bravo Company’s 50th Anniversary Reunion drew a record number of members from all points.

I was curious, as a writer and Jerry’s former wife, to learn more about the Marines of B Company. Thanks to
the efforts of Andy Vaart, Capt, USNR (Ret); Bob Lange, Col, USMC (Ret); and Phil Norton, Capt, USMC (Ret), a
collection of bios was received from most members of B Company, and Andy subsequently sent me a PDF of
the soon-to-be published book, entitled “The Marines of Bravo Company, TBS, 1-67, 1966-2016.” The book will
be a wonderful keepsake of the 50th Anniversary for guys who served in B Company. Undoubtedly the book
will also find its way around the Marine Corps veterans’ circuit -- and like the guys of Bravo Company, many
will relate to the realization of when Basic School ended and training in an MOS began, a lot of the them never
knew what route their Marine brothers took, especially career-wise, and I guarantee that is what makes “The
Marines of Bravo Company….” a great read.
CLASS ACT
Representing Jerry was an honor at an event that he never would have missed, had he not lost his life in
Vietnam. I gladly accepted Mike’s invitation and found myself headed for the D.C. area a month later – the
event took place, October 20 – 23, 2016, in Fredericksburg, VA, and Quantico, VA.
The Fredericksburg Hospitality House was a perfect venue for 80-plus Marines, wives and guests, along with
facilities for all types and sizes of events. On Saturday, Bob organized a casual gathering for reminiscing about
humorous TBS anecdotes and memories of guys no longer with us – some killed in the war and others, such as
Tom Wall, who died in more recent years.
As always, photos were a big hit. Bob had collected several, of which he projected on a large screen for all to
view, and in some cases, this resulted in additional identifications where necessary. One of the most touching
experiences during the reunion came as we were preparing to leave, and everyone rose to sing the Marine
Corps hymn, as most had done hundreds of times before. Yet, there was something surreal about being
together on the 50th Anniversary with Marines – all war heroes -- singing their song, and thinking our thoughts.
I wasn’t the only one who shed a few tears.
The dinner event was another success story that featured special guest, Ron Christmas, LtGen, USMC (Ret). A
Vietnam War hero and credited with the Marine Corps National Museum becoming a reality, LtGen Christmas
delivered an inspiring presentation, speaking of leadership and belief in six principles: competency, candor,
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courage, compassion, continuity and commitment, which he shares regularly during his presentations to
current graduating TBS classes.
Although a Lion Dance is probably not among LtGen Christmas’ regular gigs, he and his wife, Sherry, were good
sports, assuming a small role in a Lion Dance performed by young dancers in colorful, traditional costumes.
Orchestrated by Bravo Company’s Hon K. Lee, Col, USMCR (Ret), the performance gave those uninitiated a
glimpse into an Asian art form dating back centuries.

Standing (R): LtGen Ron & Mrs. Christmas get in the act – good sports!

Joann with Brig Gen Mike Wholley

Bob & Joyce DeLuca

Fred Meier & Hon Lee

Marine’s favorite -- Globe & Laurel Restaurant
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A LEGACY IN THE MAKING
A few other highlights of the evening (like the book) focused on the concept of making the 50th truly
memorable.
Despite the commercial popularity of challenge coins nowadays, the tradition is traced back to the military. As
one who has accrued a large collection of coins over the years, says Hays Parks, Col, USMCR (Ret), he suggested
that a special one be “minted” for the occasion, and the other event organizers all agreed (Andy Vaart; Mike
Wholley; Hon Lee; Larry Karch, Col, USMC (Ret); Bob Schmitt; Bob Lange; and Phil Norton).
Hays took the lead having the coin designed with attention to details, such as Andy’s recommendation to
include the original 1-67 logo, which has changed slightly over time. When presented to each member of B
Company, the coin’s quality and uniqueness did not go unnoticed or unappreciated.
As the dinner was winding down, I was given a coin too. Mike approached me and in the traditional manner,
began to shake my hand, while simultaneously pressing the Challenge Coin in the palm of my hand. Thank you,
Mike, I will always cherish the coin and the way it was presented. Many thanks also to Hays for sending each
of my sons a coin and a personal note, both of whom appreciated his thoughtfulness and mention of Craig’s
dad.

B CO. TBS 1-67 Challenge Coin

Front/back images of the challenge coin

Heartwarming memorial plaque

Not to diminish the value placed on remembering deceased friends, family and colleagues, I believe there
are very few organizations that feel the pain of loss experienced by soldiers, Marines, airmen and sailors,
who served together in combat. Yes, the mission is paramount, but taking care of each other is imbedded
in the military culture, as is never forgetting those who made the ultimate sacrifice.
To that end, Company B, is in the final stages of approval for a plaque honoring the men of Bravo
Company, who died while serving in the Vietnam War. Spearheading the effort, Hays has spent months
on the design, language and approvals with the hope that the memorial plaque will be dedicated on the
grounds of the Marine Corps Museum at Quantico in spring, 2017. If all goes well, the plaque will be
installed on an exterior wall of the museum, hopefully alongside the Vietnam War memorial plaque
remembering the Marines of Bravo Company, 1-63 – LtGen Christmas’s TBS class. The 1-63 plaque so inspired
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Hays that he wanted to honor Bravo Co.’s Vietnam War casualties in the same manner. For those of us who
lost a loved one in the Vietnam War, it is an honor to know that our guys are not forgotten, especially by the
Marines of TBS 1-67, Bravo Company. “The coin and plaque became very personal to me,” said Hays, and that
said it all.
If anyone is determined to leave something behind, as a remembrance of Bravo Company’s achievements,
camaraderie and love of the Marine Corps, Bob Schmitt, described by Mike as the “Secretary General of TBS 167 and the guy who kept the trains moving on time”. For the past 20 years-plus, Bob has been the champion
of champions, ensuring that members of B Company are found and connected through his website,
www.tbs167.com/, Bob writes and posts newsletters, photos, announcements of upcoming reunions,
notifications of deaths and other updates. His most recent project is building B Company’s archives,
encouraging members to contribute.
Although Bob has been verbally thanked over the years, the 50th offered his buddies an opportunity to honor
him in a big way with a little humor and a lot of heart. Andy summoned Bob to the podium, and it was comical
to see that Bob -- who usually knows the buzz – was completely surprised when presented with some tonguein-cheek tokens and a beautiful plaque from his fellow B Co. Marines.

Bob Schmitt is honored

Schmitt’s website: www.tbs167.com/

Prudy & Fred Meier

Bonnie & Jim Hajduk

Dick & Carol Larson

Bob & Joanie Frame

Eileen & Jim Stokes

Dan & Dave Taylor
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BACK TO BASICS
Rounding out what has become a very long, but hopefully interesting recap of the 50th reunion, I saved what
could be construed – loosely speaking -- as the best for last: Our visit to The Basic School to learn about today’s
Marines and how their training differs from Marines 50 years ago.
For those who know a little about the Marine Corps but not a lot, Marine Corps Base Quantico is the training
installation for those entering Officer Candidate School (OCS). Those successful candidates are commissioned
as 2ndLt’s and advanced to the Basic School. Over the years, MCB Quantico has also become home to Marine
Corps University, Marine-Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) and several other units, commands and federal
organizations, of which include the FBI Academy. Known as the “Crossroads of the Marine Corps,” the base
covers 55,000 acres of thickly-wooded topography in Prince William County, VA, 35 miles south of Washington,
D.C.
A different war and a very different culture have undoubtedly changed aspects of today’s TBS program from
the 1960s. During our visit, we were greeted by hosts, LtCol Kelvin Gallman, TBS Executive Officer, and Maj
Dan Eagan, TBS Protocol Officer, whose presentations brought back a lot of memories to a roomful of Marine
combat veterans, as did a visit by Capt Ron Pham, whose mother escaped Vietnam, thanks to the U.S. military.
An active duty Marine, Capt Pham currently teaches Warfighting skills.

Maj Dan Eagan & LtCol Kelvin Gallman

Capt Ron Pham & TBS 1-67 Marines

The Marine Corps ethos – some things never change

Capt Pham thanked Co B for their VN War sacrifices
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It didn’t appear that the Basic School program had undergone a complete overhaul since the 1960s, but there
were enough changes that indicated the Marine Corps was in step with the times. The size of a TBS Company
has increased to approximately 300 Marines, versus Bravo Company’s initial 185.
The biggest change seemed to be in the number of months required to graduate from Basic School and begin
MOS training. Basic School nowadays runs approximately 28 weeks, versus 20 when Bravo Co. went through
the program.
With the Vietnam War escalating, troops were in demand. However, the basic tenants required of every
Marine were apparently not bypassed.
“Every Marine understands what it means to be a rifleman,” said Major Eagan.
I spoke with Larry who flew F-4s in Vietnam, out of VMFA 542 -- Jerry’s squadron, how he felt after becoming
a pilot about the time spent learning Infantry skills.
“Everything I learned in Basic School about arms, machine guns, mortars, I used when transferred shortly after
Jerry’s and Al’s deaths (Aug. 29, 1969) to serve a 3-month tour with the Korean Marine Brigade, south of
DaNang.’’ The Koreans were infantry, and the USMC had the job of providing them with air support. “I was an
air liaison officer with a 12-man team of enlisted Marines. I knew what infantry was all about,” said Larry,
obviously grateful for his TBS training.

Martial Arts now required of all TBS Marines

Today’s TBS training takes 26 to 28 wks.

LtCol Ralph Hayward, pictured in the above image, serves as one of the Martial Art’s instructors for the Marine
Corps. He is viewed as among the best in the business, as you can imagine. All TBS Marines must successfully
complete the Martial Arts program, at a minimum earning a beige belt, the lowest level. The program
continues to grow, along with the types of belts being required for TBS Marine officers. The demand for martial
arts excellence has been driven by the increased use of hand-to-hand combat on the modern battlefield. The
idea is to be able to kill anyone with your bare hands, a reminder that technology is not the only game in town
– (or that the hand-held GPS replaces a compass and map).
When Bravo Company went through TBS, Dave Taylor, who became a Ch-53 Helicopter pilot, attached to HMH462, flying mostly out of Vandegriff and LZ Stud, says there was “absolutely no martial arts taught during Basic
School.” The closest he came was during an NROTC summer cruise “when the guys put on a football helmet
and used a pugil stick for about two minutes.” They also had a short kick boxing session, emphasizing that the
most effective part of the body are the feet. “Martial Arts, though, Zero!”
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LtCol Gallman, spoke of his background as a long-time Marine Aviator, flying nearly every helicopter in the fleet
at one time or another. The pilots in our group voiced support for an aviator serving as XO of TBS. However,
it is unlikely that LtCol Gallman would have been in his current position during Bravo Company’s era. Since
there were a lot of would-be aviators in B Co., who eventually became pilots, they probably would have
benefitted from an aviator on the staff, like LtCol Gallman. “It seems like a good idea,” said Bob Lange, an A4 pilot in Vietnam. “It just makes sense.”
Another positive change was the introduction of Staff NCO’s into the TBS training program. Comments from
Bravo Company indicated their support, recognizing the value of NCOs teaching Officers how to be effective
leaders of enlisted Marines. Understanding the enlisted culture is another “just makes sense” change in today’s
program.
When the discussion turned to men and women serving together, there was very little dialogue about the issue
of women serving in frontline combat. Maj Eagan simply said that there was no problem integrating men &
women into TBS and both were expected to meet the standards required of the program. Company B guys
were very diplomatic and did not dwell on the issue of women in infantry positions, but the truth is everyone
I spoke with was categorically against this change, as I am, fearing that standards would or will change.
I asked Hays for his opinion: “I don’t believe using gender is a realistic physical standard for what combat
demands,” said Hays, whose Vietnam tour included service as an infantry officer and senior prosecuting
attorney for the 1st Marine Division. “The standards should be universal.” Hays’ legal resume is broad and
high level. He served as a senior U.S. treaty negotiator on conventional weapons, advisor to U.S. Special
Operations Forces, legal advisor in selecting terrorist-related targets for the 1986 U.S. airstrike against Libya,
and a lecturer on the law affecting military operations in civilian universities and military schools -- when Hays
speaks, people listen.

CLOSING WORDS OF WISDOM TO TODAY’S MARINES

“Be prepared to function without technology, and make sure that you remain a
leader of Marines and not a manager of Marines.” Col Bob Lange, USMC, Ret.

Semper Fi
See coverage in Stars & Stripes by Diana Cahn, who attended the reunion with a videographer – I sent Diana a
personal note of congratulations after it appeared. I hope all will check it out. Access with link below. Thank you.
http://www.stripes.com/news/special-reports/vietnam-at-50/1966
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